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NonStop Case Study:
S to NS-Series Migration & Fully Managed Service

The Challenge:
The Customer questioned the long-term viability of their HP NonStop servers as they discussed the strategic direction of their
POS (Point of Sale) and ATM processing solution. TCM was brought in to provide a cost effective overall systems management
service of the HP NonStop estate, replacing the already depleted “Tandem Support” area.
With the S-Series approaching end-of-support and with no clear alternative as regards porting the processing to another
hardware platform, the decision was taken to migrate to HP NonStop NS-Series servers. Whilst the migration project plan
essentially adopted a “lift and drop” approach, the customer took the opportunity to upgrade all third party products to the
latest version levels, introduce a new secure network regime, and review and bolster the existing system security. Aggressive
timescales were imposed on the project due to the Customer’s concern at the existing platform’s ability to support the
anticipated Christmas peak processing.

TCM Approach & Solution
TCM initially sourced the Managed Service contract through their
team of highly regarded and extremely experienced HP NonStop
consultants. TCM quickly took ownership of the System
Management area, thereby releasing the previous incumbents of
the role to pursue their chosen alternative career paths within the
Bank.
TCM’s service also included 1st line application support for the
Bank’s Base24 application. A large number of online application
specific modifications were undertaken by the TCM consultants in
conjunction with the application support team, almost exclusively
at very unsociable hours, in order that mandatory and critical
changes were in place before the year end freeze.
Having successfully negotiated the Christmas peak, TCM planned
and resourced a successful failover (site-swap) of the S-Series
systems as required by the Banking Regulators. TCM's consultants
performed close monitoring and real time load balancing during
the Easter peak period to alleviate the potentially damaging
results of an online day CPU failure. The day passed without
incident.
Primarily as a consequence of the successful Managed Service,
TCM was tasked with supplying additional consultants to actively
participate in all aspects of the Migration Project, from planning
and design through documenting and implementation.

A new, more secure network configuration was defined and put
in place with the assistance of the TCM project team; third party
products such as GoldenGate, Prognosis, ICE, and Connect
Direct were upgraded; a new, three way database replication
configuration was designed and put in place; detailed
performance analysis and load balancing was carried out premigration; new system components (IP CLIMS, CLIM attached
disks) were successfully configured, tested, and implemented; a
detailed security baseline document was produced with the
security profile applied on the new systems. All tasks were
achieved whilst TCM continued the smooth running of the BAU
activities.
TCM's consultants played a major role in the successful
migration to NS-Series in October 2014. Improved application
and system thresholds were established and enhanced onsite
monitoring was performed by TCM’s consultants throughout the
festive period. A second successful failover (site swap) was
performed in February, once again involving significant input and
effort by the TCM consultants.

"The knowledge, expertise and experience of the
TCM team was instrumental in successfully
migrating our NonStop systems"
HEAD OF PLATFORM SERVICES GROUP
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Both new NS-Series systems have now supported live running and contingency and TCM continue to
carry out the Fully Managed Service, proactively developing and applying automation and
performance enhancements.
The failover processes and procedures continue to be refined and improved.
The customer has a proven, reliable, HP NonStop NS-Series configuration running the live Base24
application with a tried and tested hot-standby capable of assuming the processing load in a timely
manner.
All three systems (live, contingency, and test/development) are streamlined with all software
currency and latest levels. Performance monitoring and tuning is ongoing with users experiencing
improved response times and resilience due to the diligence of the TCM contingent.

Do More
For two decades, TCM's elite NonStop professionals have deilvered
proven, innovative, cost effective solutions to our clients in Finance,
Banking, Healthcare and Manufacturing
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